
Untested Mandates 

Since earliest days of an argued-as-compassionate and legally enthusiastic NCLB testing; 
since earliest, incipient days when a vocally concerned, poor-student-protective President had 
proposed legislation aimed at the munificent, if very limited, educational concentration upon two 
academic subjects: literacy and math.  

Well, since that time?
State testing had very conveniently ignored most other academic disciplines.  
As ensuing years bent to the instigation of a no-excuses educational accountability 

passed, a vast amount of time and energy had gone, quite logically once participants understood 
that a low score consequence was going to be not only devastatingly invasive, but made 
antagonistically public, toward the elevation and protection of these two nationally test-mandated 
disciplines.  

In many low-income schools, the demands around testing had quickly begun to take 
precedence over any effort at implementing a traditionally rounded curricula.  Extra compulsory 
attention paid directly to literacy and math understandably meant the attenuation of time spent on 
other subjects; subjects which were, by default – and now, through the modern-day theory of 
testing, by law – considered to be much less important.  Subjects such as: science; history; civics; 
government; business; technology; music; art; gym; foreign languages; and, oh, yes, that surely 
most unnecessary discipline in a geo-political, global economy:

Geography.
(Because, well; damn it all?  
As the nation had been imperiously informed by belligerently posturing Presidential 

primary candidates in recently-held political debates: 
Where the fuck was Libya, anyway?)
Huge, hours-long, multiple-section, high-stakes math and literacy testing – that kind of an 

examination likely to command one to two weeks of a concentrated and almost militarized 
school focus – had, over a decade bent to an increasingly punitive educational accountability, 
become the ever more assertive and ever more uncompromisingly implemented public school 
expectation.  This phenomenally disruptive practice was, perhaps (although clearly no one was 
encouraged to think about it, and certainly not expected to talk about it): But.

Well, wasn’t this possibly an incredibly shortsighted fiscal and clock-hour investment 
considering that these school-disruptive, time-intensive exams addressed only two academic 
subjects? 

Years later, after testing guidelines attendant to literacy and math had been bolted heavily 
into place, the practice of a supplemental science examination was proposed.  Rather than 
abbreviate the now overpowering concentration upon already existing tests, time for an appended 
assessment was decisively ordered.  And (oh, now, don’t give me any lip; everyone who cared 
about kids knew this was necessary), even as mandates for an ancillary testing created yet more 
interruption into the fewer and fewer hours allowed, each year, for a direct academic focus – as 
time for more examination was demanded?
            It was, without regard for instructional viability, given.

And, well; as for those so many other academic disciplines...  
Oh, sure, there had always been plenty of talk about testing other of those additional, if, 

by NCLB law, less essential subjects.  
But, currently?  



No nationally-written tests were required for, nor had been made available to: history, 
geography, social studies, foreign languages, art, music, gymnastics, computer sciences, 
business, government, reading intervention or language acquisition.  Or for any other of those 
complicatedly school-particular credit offerings.  Courses such as: civics, psychology, sociology, 
journalism, creative writing, yearbook, environmental studies, ecology, robotics, woodworking, 
drafting, drama, drum line, set design, home economics, anger management, technology, student 
council or cheerleading.  

And, well gee.  Due to the fact that a state-ordered testing started, by law, in the third 
grade, but then, depending upon the state, ended after a student’s sophomore year?  Multiple 
literacy, math and science teachers currently worked with kids in more than a few shockingly 
untested years. 

No tests were available, even? 
For non math, literacy or science Special Education. 
Dang; so many teachers out there?
Who simply couldn’t be “value-added” test-score evaluated.  
Because (oh, and wasn’t this a scandalous fact to discover in a no-excuses world where 

not only the act of testing, but the manufacture of a massively collated assessment data, had 
somehow become more important, more imperative, and more overwhelmingly funded than any 
other educational outcome): The actual tests necessitated for producing yet another mountain of a 
bell-the-cat-legislated statistical data – a statistical data now mercilessly mandated as the means 
to engender yet more of those irrefutably necessary “value-added” (VAM) bad teacher/bad 
school test score results? 

Simply didn’t exist.
And it was going to require a veritable king’s ransom to create them.*†

*Belatedly the question arose: Should students enrolled into gym spend their time in moving, or in sitting still to 
absorb test-producible facts about gym; should students enrolled into music spend their time in generating music, or 
in sitting passively to study test-producible facts about music; should students enrolled into Creative Writing spend 
their time in imaginatively writing, or in passively studying test-producible facts about creative writers; should 
students receiving credit for their participation in Student Council expend their energy in organizing school 
functions, or in passively assimilating test-producible facts about the generic goals of a student council?  

†If we did not assertively appropriate our students’ time in the effort to amass the now legally necessary value-added 
data-dependent statistics – how else to irrefutably evaluate, test-score penalize, and decisively eliminate our nation’s 
overwhelming epidemic of bad teachers?


